SABIC’s Specialty Film & Sheet business of Innovative Plastics® is a leading, global supplier of polycarbonate LEXAN™ film and sheet with an 80-year history of breakthrough solutions that solve its customers’ most pressing challenges. Today, Innovative Plastics is a multi-billion-dollar company with operations in more than 35 countries and approximately 9,000 employees worldwide. The company continues to lead the plastics industry with customer collaboration and continued investments in new polymer technologies, global application development, process technologies, and environmentally responsible solutions that serve diverse markets such as automotive, electronics, building & construction and transportation.

LEXAN™ FILM PORTFOLIO

### UNCOATED POLISHED FILM

**Products**
- LEXAN 8010 and UL Rated LEXAN 8010V – Clear Graphics Polish
- LEXAN 8040 Film – FDA, Non-UV Stabilized Polish
- LEXAN 80100 Film – Low Distortion Optical Quality
- LEXAN 11010 – SLX Film – Weatherable, Chem Resistant Polish

**Standard Sizes**
- Width: 4 ft., 5 ft.
- Thickness: 5 mil – 30 mil

### UNCOATED TEXTURED FILM

**Products**
- LEXAN 8A13 Film – Polish Matte
- LEXAN 8B35 and LEXAN 8B35V Films – Velvet Matte
- LEXAN 11A13 – SLX Film – Weatherable, chemical resistant, Polish Fine Matte
- LEXAN 8A35 Film – Velvet Polish
- LEXAN 8B36 Film – Suede Matte Velvet
- LEXAN 8A37 Film – Polish Brushed
- LEXAN 8A13F Film – Polish Fine Matte
- LEXAN 8B35F Film – Velvet Fine Matte

**Standard Sizes**
- Width: 3 ft., 4 ft., 5 ft.
- Thickness: 10 mil – 30 mil

### FLAME RETARDANT FILM

**Products**
- LEXAN FR65 Film – Clear Velvet Matte
- LEXAN FR83 Film – Clear Matte Polish
- LEXAN FR60 Film – Clear Polish
- LEXAN FR700 Film – Black Velvet Fine Matte
- LEXAN FR25A Film – Translucent White or Black Velvet Polish
- LEXAN FR1 Film – Translucent White or Black Polish Matte

**Standard Sizes**
- Width: 3 ft., 4 ft., 5 ft.
- Thickness: 5 mil – 20 mil

### ECO FRIENDLY FLAME RETARDANT FILM

**Products**
- LEXAN EFR95 Film – Velvet Fine Matte
- LEXAN EFR65 Film – Velvet Matte, Black and Natural color
- NORYL™ EFR735 Film – Velvet Matte

**Standard Sizes**
- Width: 3 ft., 4 ft.
- Thickness: 6 mil – 20 mil

#Standard sizes may vary by product. Each product may have additional colors and dimensions available with minimum order quantity.
LEXAN™ FILM PORTFOLIO

COATED FILM

Coating
- S – Hard coated, printable 1st surface
- E – High abrasion resistant, flexible
- W – Weather-able, hard coating, high chemical resistance
- X – Weather-able, printable 1st surface
- T – 2.5 SD Formable Hard coated

Gloss Level
- 12 – Low
- 40 – Medium-Low
- 60 – Medium-High
- 92 – High/Wet Appearance

Standard Sizes
- Width: 4 ft.
- Thickness: 7 mil – 30 mil

Multiple combinations of coatings and gloss levels are available.

SECURITY & E-ID CARD FILM

Products
UNCOATED
- LEXAN SD8814 Film – Clear Fine Velvet Fine Matte
- LEXAN SD8824 Film – White Fine Velvet Fine Matte
- LEXAN SD8894 Film – Clear laser-markable Fine Velvet Fine Matte
- LEXAN SDCX co-extruded Film – White core layer, opaque or transparent with a clear, laser- engravable cap layer

COATED
- LEXAN SC8A12E Film – Fine Matte, flexible, abrasion resistant.

Standard Sizes
- Width: 4 ft.
- Thickness: 2 mil – 25 mil
- Width: 4 ft.
- Thickness: 7 mil – 25 mil

ANTI-FOG FILM

Products
- LEXAN HPNGFF Film – Clear anti-fog on PET
- LEXAN HPHAF Film – Clear formable, scratch resistant, anti-fog on PC

Standard Sizes
- Width: 5 ft.
- Thickness: 4 mil
- Width: 4 ft.
- Thickness: 7mil to 20 mil

CONTACT US

SABIC HQ
PO Box 5101
Riyadh 11422
Saudi Arabia
T +966 (0) 1 225 8000
F +966 (0) 1 225 9000
E info@sabic.com

SABIC
Specialty Film & Sheet
One Plastics Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201
USA
Tol-free 1 800 323 3783 ext. 3
T +1 412 448 7125
F +1 888 442 2022
E sfscustomerservice@sabic-ip.com

EUROPE
SABIC
Specialty Film & Sheet
Plasticslaan 1
4612 PX
Bergen op Zoom
The Netherlands
T +31 164 293684
F +31 164 292272
E sfs.info@sabic-ip.com

PACIFIC
SABIC
Specialty Film & Sheet
1266 Nanjing Road (A)
16th Floor, Plaza 66
200040 Shanghai
China
T +86 21 6288 0818
F +86 21 6288 0818
E sfs.info@sabic-ip.com

THE MATERIALS, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF SABIC INNOVATIVE PLASTICS HOLDING BV, ITS SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES (*SABIC*), ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO SELLER’S STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE, WHICH CAN BE FOUND AT http://www.sabic-ip.com AND ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. ALTHOUGH ANY INFORMATION OR RECOMMENDATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS GIVEN IN GOOD FAITH, SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THAT THE RESULTS DESCRIBED HEREIN WILL BE OBTAINED UNDER END-USE CONDITIONS, OR (ii) AS TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OR SAFETY OF ANY DESIGN INCORPORATING SELLER’S PRODUCTS, SERVICES OR RECOMMENDATIONS. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SELLER’S STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE, SELLER SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS RESULTING FROM ANY USE OF ITS PRODUCTS OR SERVICES DESCRIBED HEREIN. EACH USER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING ITS OWN DETERMINATION AS TO THE SUITABILITY OF SELLER’S PRODUCTS, SERVICES OR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE USER’S PARTICULAR USE THROUGH APPROPRIATE END-USE TESTING AND ANALYSIS. NOTHING IN ANY DOCUMENT OR ORAL STATEMENT SHALL BE DEEMED TO ALTER OR WAIVE ANY PROVISION OF SELLER’S STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE OR THIS DISCLAIMER, UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY AGREED TO IN A WRITING SIGNED BY SELLER. NO STATEMENT BY SELLER CONCERNING A POSSIBLE USE OF ANY PRODUCT, SERVICE OR DESIGN IS INTENDED, OR SHOULD BE CONSTRUED, TO GRANT ANY LICENSE UNDER ANY PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT OF SELLER OR AS A RECOMMENDATION FOR THE USE OF SUCH PRODUCT, SERVICE OR DESIGN IN A MANNER THAT INFRINGES ANY PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT.
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www.sabic-ip.com/sfs